FOREIGN  POLICY
known as the 'road of the Revolt*, to be made round Paris, in
order to avoid passing through the town. As a great nobleman,
d'Argenson, wrote in his diary, SA philosophical wind of revolu-
tion is blowing towards us from England'.
JF O REIGN   POLICY
Foreign policy, abandoned to the chance influences of the
moment, followed two opposite tendencies in succession. It began
with an alliance with England, which brought Europe twenty-
five years of peace. Next France embarked upon two long wars:
first, the War of the Austrian Succession, against Austria and
England, with Prussia as an ally, and then the Seven Years5 War,
in alliance with Austria against Prussia and England. The former
produced no apparent result; the latter caused France to lose,
not, as the historical textbooks assert, a colonial empire which
did not yet exist,1 but the possibility of conquering India and
colonizing North America. The only advantages obtained by
France were acquired by two secondary operations, a little war
with Austria (1735), which brought it the reversion of the duchy
of Lorraine, and a small expedition which conquered the island
of Corsica (1768), the population of which, speaking an Italian
dialect, still lived under a primitive clan system based on the
solidarity of the family and the vendetta.
The finances, restored to order by peace, were ruined by war.
The Government lived from hand to mouth, tried to create new
taxes, and ended by seizing the funds of savings-banks, the deposits
in which belonged to individuals.
5CONFLICTS   WITH   THE   PARLEMENTS
The royal authority was so feebly exercised that it no longer
commanded the obedience of the king's subjects, and for more
than half a century the Parlement of Paris managed to exist in
a state of continual conflict with the king's ministers by availing
1 French Canada had scarcely sixty thousand inhabitants, poor peasants settled
along the banks of the rivers, or trappers scattered about the wilderness; the
Compagnie des Indes orientates (the French East India Company) possessed nothing
but a worthless province on the east coast of the Deccan, in addition to the trading-
posts which France still retains.
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